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Precise Tracking of the Magellan and Pioneer Venus

Orbiters by Same-Beam Interferometry
Part I: Data Accuracy Analysis

J. S. Border, W. M. Folkner, R. D. Kahn, and K. S. Zukor

TrackingSystemsand ApplicationsSection

Simultaneous tracking of two spacecrat_ in orbit about a distant planet by two

widely separated Earth-based radio antennas provides more-accurate positioning
information than can be obtained by tracking each spacecraft separately. A demon-

stration of this tracking technique, referred to as same-beam interferometry (SBI),

is currently being done using the Magellan and Pioneer 12 orbiters at Venus.

Signals from both spacecraft fall within the same beamwidth of the Deep Space
Station antennas. The plane-of-sky position difference between spacecraft is pre-

cisely determined by doubly differenced phase measurements. This radio metric

measurement naturally complements line-of-sight Doppler. Data were first col-
lected from Magellan and Pioneer 12 on August I1-12, I990, shortly after Ma-

gellan was inserted into Venus orbit. Data were subsequently acquired in February
and April 1991, providing a total of 34 hours of same-beam radio metric observ-
ables. Same-beam radio metric residuals have been analyzed and compared with

model measurement error predictions. The predicted error is dominated by solar.

plasma fluctuations. The rms of the residuals is less than predicted by about 25

percent for 5-min averages. The shape of the spectrum computed from residuals is
consistent with that derived from a model of solar plasma fluctuations. This data

type can greatly aid navigation of a second spacecraft when the first is well-known
in its orbit.

I. Introduction

The Venus-relative positions of the Magellan (MGN)

and Pioneer 12 (PVO) spacecraft are currently being de-
termined independently by using Earth-based measure-

ments of the radio signals emitted by each spacecraft.

Simultaneous tracking of the two orbiters provides much

stronger positioning information than is obtained by track-

ing just a single orbiter. The two spacecraft are so close

angularly as seen from Earth that they may be observed
in the same beamwidth of an Earth-based radio antenna.

Radio metric data received at two Earth stations may be

combined to provide an interferometrie measurement of

the plane-of-sky position difference between the two space-
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craft.This_rneasurementtechnique, called same-beam in-

terferometry (SBI), is extremely precise due to double dif-

ferencing of common errors along the four ray paths from

the two spacecraft to the two ground stations. SBI mea-

surements made at S-band (2.3 GHz) give plane-of-sky po-

sition change with an accuracy on the order of 10 m at

Venus. A joint solution for the orbits of both spacecraft,

combining Doppler and interferometric observables, pro-

vides up to-an order of magnitude better accuracy than

solutions for a single orbiter using only Doppler data.

A demonstration using the Magellan and Pioneer 12

orbiters]s in progress to show the improvements to or-

bital accuracy that are provided by SBI, as compared with

supplemented with SBI data, the expected improvement
in orbital accuracy for two orbiters varies from a factor of

two to a factor of ten, depending on data accuracy and

strategy. The Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) proposes
a series of missions to Mars, which will likely involve com-

munications orbiters, mapping spacecraft in low orbits,

rendezvous craft, stationary landers, and rovers. Early de-
velopment of an SBI capability will enhance this mission
set.

The interferometric measurement and its expected con-

tribution to the orbit solution process are discussed in

more detail in the next section. Analytic models for pre-

dicting SBI measurement errors are presented. The acqui-

single-station Doppler. The first simultaneous data were sition and processing of SBI data from the Magellan and
acquired in August 1990, shortly after Magellan was in- Pioneer 12 orbiters are_riefly discussed.-SBI measure-

serted into Venus orbit, during the Magellan orbital check- :_o ment residuals from the August 1990 and February 1991

out phase. SBI data were also acquired in Febru_y and :: data sets dre:thdn _a-ly-zed and-compared with predicted
April 1991. This article describes the data acquisition and errors.

presents an analysis of measurement system errors. An
analysis of orbit solutions derived from these data will be

presented in a following article. |L Tracking Strategies and SBI

SBI has been employed before, at the very beginning Doppler measures the line-of-sight range rate between
of the Pioneer 12 mission to Venus. Radio signals emitted a Deep Space Station and a spacecraft. An arc of Doppler

data from a planetary orbiter provides a history of thefrom the four probes released by the orbiter were measured ........... _ ......................
........ change m range. Interferometric measurements naturallyby SBI relative to the orbiter radio signal to determine the

Venus wind speed and direction [1]. A similar determina-
tion was obtained from simultaneous interferometric mea-

surements of the Vega spacecraft and the bMloons that it

dropped off at Venus [2]. Earlier, this technique was used
to locate the Apollo 16 Lunar Rover relative to the Lu-

nar Module [3] and to measure librations of the moon by

using signals from the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments

Package (ALSEP) transmitters [4]. While these applica-
tions of SBI were of short duration and primarily for sci-

entific purposes, NASA routinely and continuously tracks

complement Doppler. The difference in arrival time of a
signal at two stations provides a direct measure of the an-

gle between the baseline vector joining the two stations

and the direction to the radio source. This, in turn, pro-
vides a geometric measure of the plane-of-sky position of

the radio source in the direction of the baseline projected
onto the plane of the sky.

The Doppler observable is derived from measuring the

phase of the spacecraft RF carrier signal. Both Magel-
lan an_rPi0neerl2 are capableof tra:nsmitting at S-band

planetary orbiters, Obtaining telemetry and radio metric (2.3 GHz) a:nd X-band (8.4 GHz). Since phase can be

data simultaneously from two spacecraft at one station of- - - me-asul'e-d--to within a smail-fract]_nof a cycle, Doppler
fers tremendous efficiency advantages. If, in addition, the

m pr-ecise enough to sense submillih_{er-level changes intwo spacecraft are also simultaneously observed at a sec-

ond, distant station during the mutual visibility period,

then improved orbital accuracy results. Improved accu-
racy may increase science data return or reduce the total

tracking time necessary to maintain a specified level of

positional knowledge. The demonstration with Magellan

and Pioneer 12 is the first step toward developing an oper-

ational capability for SBI data acquisition within NASA's
Deep Space Network. = - ......

SBI system errors and the application of SBI to the

positioning of planetary rovers, landers, and orbiters have

been described previously [5-8]. When Doppler data are

" ]i_n-eT-o_]-_t _._.'" lt-ls-gen_a]]-_7 not possible to utilize
the full precision of Doppler since neither media fluctua-
t]6ns norspacecraf(d_ynamics can be:modeled to the mil-

limeter level. The SBI observable (Fig. l) is also derived
from measuring the carrier phase. The SBI observable

is the phase, first differenced between stations and then

differenced between spacecraft. Errors _n_effn_-o_s_gh't

phase measurements are greatly diminished by double dif-
ferencing:--Tlie-aoufiiy _d_fferenced i_fi_,_Ae_: is-_ven_
apt_r_ateI_/by ..........................................

A A_¢ = (Bsin 0)A0_:'_:_ :::: :_ _



where

,k - the signal wavelength

B = the length of the baseline

8 = the angle between the baseline and the direction

to the spacecraft

A0 = the difference in _ for thetwospacecraft

The angular separation between spacecraft is measured

with an accuracy given by the doubly differenced phase ac-

curacy times the wavelength divided by the baseline length
projected onto the plane of the sky. The plane-of-sky po-

sition accuracy (linear distance at the spacecraft) of an

SBI measurement is equal to the Earth-spacecraft distance
times the angular accuracy. For millicycle-phase accuracy,

intercontinental baselines, and an Earth-spacecraft dis-

tance of one astronomical unit, the position accuracy is

on the order of 1 m. The combination Of complementary

Doppler and SBI data allows for dramatic improvement in

Orbital accuracy as compared with Doppler alone Actual
improvement in accuracy will be_sensitive to wherein _the

orbit the data are acquired.

Because the SBI observable is obtained from the Carrier

phase, there is aninteger cycle ambiguity .in the SB! mea-
surement. A priori knowledge of orbiter positio!as will gen-

erally be inadequate to resolve this 0mbiguity. Thus, SBI

measures the change in plane-of-sky position, rather than

absolute position, just as Doppler measures the change in
line-of-sight position. An SBI bias, common to all data

points in a continuous arc, must be estimated. If the er-

ror in the estimation of the bias is significantly less than

one cyclej it may be possible to fix the integer cycle, thus
strengthening the data set. All instrumental effects not
common to both spacecraft signal chains must be cali-
brated if the bias is to be fixed.

The orbits of both spacecraft are estimated together

when using SBI data. The Pioneer 12 orbit is less per-

turbed by Venus gravity-field mismodeling :ilaan is the

short-period Magellan orbit. For example, given a good
orbit for Pioneer 12, SBI data will geometrically trans-

fer position _ccuracy to Magellan, independent of gravity
mismodeling. On the other hand, if Magellan is tracked

much more frequently than Pioneer I2, then the SBI data

improve the Pioneer 12 orbit by tying it to the relatively

well-known Magellan orbit. In general, the signature:in

SBI data will provide information to improve the orbits of
both spacecraft.

Currently, for operational tracking of either Magellan

or Pioneer 12, one Deep Space Station is in two-way corn,

munication with one spacecraft. The station transmits a

signal that is coherently transponded by the spacecraft and

received back at .the transmitting station. The resulting
measurement is referred to as two-way Doppler; orbit de-

termination relies primarily upon this measurement. Orbit

solutions for Magellan also make use of Doppler data re-

ceived simultaneously at two stations and then differenced

[9]. This data type, known either as narrowband VLBI

[10], or more recently as differenced Doppler [11], has in-

formation content similar to that given by SBI, but is less

accurate since measurement errors are not reduced by dou-
ble differencing. For the SBI demonstration, Doppler data

were acquired in the two-way mode from both Magellan

and Pioneer 12, at separate stations. SBI data were ac-
quired in an open-loop mode by using the Narrow Channel

Bandwidth (NCB) VLBI System [12]. The NCB record-
ings were normally made on a noninterference basis at the

Deep Space Stations scheduled for operational Magellan

tracks. For some passes a separate station was scheduled

for the purpose of recording with the NCB system. SBI

data were acquired while both spacecraft were transmit-

ting in the two-way mode, except for two passes when
Magellan data were acquired in the one-way mode. The

spacecraft onboard oscillator is the frequency reference for

one-way Doppler and SBI. Because the received spacecraft

signals are differenced between two stations, the SBI data

accuracy does not depend on whether the tracking mode
is one-way or two-way. ' =

To realize advantages in efficiency by using SBI, it is of
paramount importance to receive data from two or more

spacecraft at a single station, with a second station to

be used only during the baseline 0yerlap periods. This

mode of operation calls for replacing some or all of the
two-way Doppler used for orbit determination with one-
way Doppler so that multiple uplinks are not required,

and it cal!s for_ sim_u!taneous reception of telemetry from

two spacecraft at onestation This is currently impractical

for two reasons: (I) The oscillators on board the Magel-
lan and Pioaeer__12 spacecraft have insufficient stability

to make one=way Doppler a viable alternative to two-way

Doppler 1 and (2) the Deep Space Stations are configured

to process only one telemetry signal stream at S-band and

only one telemetry signal stream at X-band In fact, dual

support passes have been scheduled during which a sin-
gle station receives Pioneer ],2 telemetry at S-band and

Magellan telemetry at X-band, but Doppler data are gen-

D. Engelhardt, "Suitability of the MGN Onboard Auxiliary Os-
cillator for One-Way Doppler Data Generat|on," JPL Interol_ce

Memorandum 314.6-695 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory, Pasadena, California, July 28, 1986.
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erated for only one spacecraft. 2 Future developments are

expected to allow the DSN to fully realize the increased

efficiency which SBI makes possible. Improvements to the

stability of flight oscillators may enable orbit determina-

tion accuracy requirements to be met by using a combina-

tion of one-way Doppler and SBI data in place of two-way
Doppler data [13]. The implementation of the Block V

receiver in the DSN wiLl enable simultaneous reception of

Doppler and telemetry from at least two spacecraft at a
single statTon at either S-band or X-band. 3

!11. Predicted SBI Measurement Errors

Measurement errors are predicted here for the SBldata

obtalne_i'/(3m MGN and PVO: Due to limited spacecraft

battery'capac]ty-dur_g-:data acquisition periods::" P_oneer
12 was transmitting at S-band only, while Magellan was

usually transmitting at both S-band and X-band. SBI

data could be generated only at the S-band frequency,

but the dual frequency downlink on Magellan was useful

observables for the geometries of August 1990 and Febru-

ary 1991. For comparison, error predictions are also given

for X-band SBI observables for the geometry of August
1990. The assumptions used in the error analysis are sum-

marized in Tables 1-4. A histogram of error contributions

is shown in Fig. 2. All errors are one-sigma.

At S-band, the signal measured for SBI is the carrier

from PVO and the carrier signal transmitted from either

the high-gain antenna (HGA) or medium-gain antenna
from MGN. The S-band carrier signals are separated by
about 4 MHz in frequency. /at X-_an_, t_-sig-nkI mea-
sured for SBI is the carrier from PVO and the -16th har_

monic of the high-/ate teIemetry s_cariie-rTrom _Magei'

]an. T_e ±l_th harmonic _S ch0s_n _ the-lVl'agel!an X'

band reference slgna ! because it l_as a_equate - power and is
separated by only 0.1 MItz in frequency from the PVO X,

band carrier, whereas the Magellan X:band carrier is offset

by 15 Mttz from the PVO X-band carrier. Magellan was

transmitting at S-band from its medium=gain anten.n a on
-Au_-_-(II±12, 1990, and w_a_ f/a_g-dualS-i'reqUeney

for characterizing charged particle deiays. Measurements S- and X-band downlinks fibm-its_ in February and
were compressed to either 2-see, 20-see, or 5-min averages April 1991.

over the i'hr (typical) data :_cs. Formulae _)r er_ofpre- ...... ; _ +

diction are developed that apply to arbitrary geometries

and arbitrary frequencies. Solar plasma and instrumental
phase shifts within the receiver are the two errors that are

least perfectly canceled by double differencing, and gener-

ally they are limiting error sources for SBI measurements.
These two error sources will be discussed in detail. For

S-band measurements, the Earth's ionosphere is also a po-

tentially significant error.

D_ is made between (1) noiseiike errors, which

A. System Thermal Noise

The sampled radio band will c0ntain_both the Space-

craft signal and also the ground-receiver generated noise,

which is proportional to the system operating tempera-

ture. The system noise error depends on th_ ratio of re-

ceived signal power to system noise power. The voltage
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for one-bit-sampling is given
by

are random over a data arc and decrease with averaging ./4 PTo,,e
time, and (2) errors that appear as slow drifts over a data SNRv = V-_ No Tob, : :

arc. For this experirnen_,::a :C0nstant _measuremen(bias

does not contri_-ute an error, since an SBI data bias wdl where PTone is the received spacecraft tone bower, No is
be estimated for each data arc. Error predictions for SBI

observables are given in picoseconds. One picosecond of
time delay corresponds to 0.0023 cycle of phase at S-band,

or to 0.0084 cycle of phase at X-band. Also, one picosec-

ond of time delay corresponds to an angle of 37.5 prod over

an 8000-km baseline, or to a transverse position of 8 m at

1.4 AU. Measurement errors are predicted for S-band SBI

the system noise power in a 1-Hz bandwidth, and Tob, is
the averaging interval (in seconds). The'SBI thermal noise

error is given by

2 2S N Rv _f_F 2
psec

l)eep-_t_ork: Te*_:and Tralu_n_ Plan, Magellan/Pioneer- :-=:-:+:_-: " '--::i
15 Simultaneous Support (MPSS), JPL 870-176 (internal docu-
ment), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, August
20, 1990.

3 Deep Space Communications Complex, Block V Receiver Imple-
mentation Task, Volume 5: Functional Requirements, JPL 803-112
(internal doctmaent), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Cali-
fornia, May 1, 1991.

where SNRvi and f_Fi are, respectively, the SNRv and
radio frequency in hertz for spacecraft i. The leading V_

accounts for two stations. A link analysis showing the re-

ceived signal power and resulting voltage SNR for i-see
integration is given in Table 4. Recorder data are time-

multiplexed between spacecraft, so that 1 sec of data is



recordedforeachspacecraft in a 2-see interval. The SNRv
for 20-see averages is V/_ x SNRv, I,,,, and the SNRv

for 5-rain averages is v/T5-0 x SNRvAsee. System noise

is a random error source. Though not decreased by sta-

tion differencing or spacecraft differencing, system noise is

reduced as averaging time increases.

B. Instrumental Phase Shifts

The instrumental phase response of the receiver system

is characterized predominantly as a group delay: The in-

strumental phase shift is a linear function of the frequency
of the received signal. Deviations from linearity due to

dispersion take two forms: a curvature that slowly varies

with signal frequency and a much more rapidly varying
"ripple." SBI measurements are affected in a systematic

way as the Doppler shift causes the received signal fre-

quency to sweep across the passband. Phase shifts due

to instrumental group delays and clock offsets are referred

to as linear systematic; phase shifts due to bandpass cur-
vature are referred to as nonlinear systematic; and shifts

due to the deviation of the system phase response from a

smooth phase response are referred to as phase ripple.

1. Linear Systematic. The time-dependent station-

differenced phase shift _bl(t) for a single spacecraft due to

instrumental group delays and station clock epoch offsets
can be shown to be 4

¢I(0 = fnF (v(t)r/ + _(t)Sr_tock - 6r, lock) +A$h cycles

where fRF is the transmitter frequency (in hertz); v(f) is

the interferometer fringe frequency (in sec/sec); #(f) is the

line-of-sight range rate to Station 1 (in sec/sec); rl is the

instrumental group delay at Station 2 (in seconds);/Sr¢tock

is the error in modeling the clock epoch offset between

stations (in seconds); and A¢h is a constant instrumental

phase shift (in cycles). Note that v(t) is the line-of-sight

range rate differenced between stations. The term #(t)
refers to Station 1, and the term rl refers to Station 2,
due to the convention that was used to select a clock ref-

erence point. The phase shift el(t) causes an SBI error

because the model for spacecraft-received phase does not
account for certain instrumental delays and, of course, for

an unknown clock offset. A constant phase shift is ab-

sorbed by estimating an SBI data bias. SBI errors will be
induced by a change in ¢I over the data arc, which is not

common to both sources. The change in ¢I over a data

arc due to the change in v and # is

4 j. S. Border, "Analysis of Clock and Instrumental Group Delays in

AVLBI Observables," JPL Interoffice Memorandum 335.1-90-002

(internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasaclena, Cali-

fornia, January 5, 1990.

(1)

The interferometer fringe frequency v, approximately

given by the Earth rotation rate times the baseline length

divided by the speed of light, is almost independent of

spacecraft velocity for a distant spacecraft. The change in
v over a pass may be 6v = 0.3 psec/sec. The instrumental

group delay 1"i is about 25 psec. But 6v is almost the same
for two spacecraft at Venus, the difference being on the or-

der of 1 nsec/sec. This makes the first term in Eq. (1) an

insignificant SBI error. The change in line-of-sight range
rate 5# will be distinct for each spacecraft, unless they

share an orbit (e.g., lander and rover). For SBI data arcs

acquired in August 1990, the maximum change in _p oc-
curred for Magellan and was 22 psec/sec. A clocklike off-
set between stations can be measured with subnanosecond

precision by making interferometric observations of natu-
ral radio sources. However, the term 6rctoc_ above refers to

the error in knowledge of time tags. Currently this knowl-

edge is on the order of 0.1 psec. Ambiguities in instrumen-
tal calibrations have prevented absolute time-tag synchro-

nization at the precision of the measurements. This is not
a fundamental limitation; nanosecond-level synchroniza-

tion is entirely feasible [14]. The second term in Eq. (1)

is one of the largest SBI errors; improved synchronization

is, in fact, required to reduce this error source. The SBI

error due to linear systematic effects is given by

eSBI = 101_5P 67",1o_k psec

This error changes slowly over a pass, as # changes.

2. Nonlinear Systematic. The phase response of the

baseband filters has a known systematic curvature. The
curvature is almost the same at each station. The received

baseband frequencies will, in general, differ at each station
due to the rotation of the Earth, so the station-differenced

phase shift will not be zero. The phase shift will change as

the narrowband signal sweeps across the passband. To es-
timate the size of this effect, suppose that the curvature is

quadratic over 2F kttz with a peak-to-peak phase nonlin-
earity of 2A deg. Suppose that the baseband frequencies

at the two stations are separated by 6fbb kHz. Then, the
maximum station-differenced phase shift as the received

signal sweeps from -F to +F kiiz at Station 1 is

4A6Ab

In August 1990, the Magellan received frequency

changed by about 50 kHz over a 1-hr data arc, while the



PVOreceivedfrequency changed by less than 3 kHz. The

peak-to-peak nonlinear phase response over 50 kHz is esti-

mated to be 2 deg for the open-loop receiver system used
[15]. The 9ffset in baseband frequencies between stations

was 4 kt/z for data acquired in August 1990. This gives a
phase shift of 8_c = 0.64 deg.

The SBI error is given by

transmitter frequency is used to convert between calcu-

lated geometric time delays and observed phase delays.

An unknown offset 6fT (in hertz) between the transmitter

frequencies of two spacecraft will cause an SBI error of

eSBI = 101_r-7 --- psec
]nr

eSBt = 10 la df_bc/360 deg
fRF

psec

This error varies slowly, as the line-of-sight range rate

varies, and does not cancel between spacecraft. The er-

ror can be made smaller by either modeling the curvature

of the passband or by offsetting station mixing frequen-

cies so that baseband frequencies will be nearly equal. For
data acquisitions in February and April 1991, station mix-

where r (in seconds) is the interferometric delay. For two-

way signals, where the spacecraft is transponding a signal
uplinked from a ground station, the offset 6fT/fRF is a

measure of clock-rate synchronization between the two sta-

tions that are uplinking to the two spacecra_ft__ The D_SN
station clock rates are generally synchronic _ to 100713
sec/sec, "though a few stationshave independent clocks

that may have unknown rate offsets as large as 10 -12

sec/sec. The interferometric delay may range .over -0.02

to +0.02 sec. This error source is insignificant for two-way

transmissions, such as were used for nearly all the Magel-
ing frequencies were offset, virtually eliminating the error lan and Pioneer 12 measurements. For one-way transmis-
due to bandpass curvature at baseband. There also is an
error of this form due to curvature at RF and IF, which sions, the spacecraft onboard oscillator frequency must be

is not eliminated by offsetting station mixing frequencies, estimated to the 0.1-Hz level in order to reduce the size of

though the magnitude of this curvature is estimated to be
smaller thakn_ the curvature at baseband by a factor of ten.

3. Pkas-e Ripple. The phase ripple _ for the open-

this error below one picosecond._ ...... __---= -_....... _ - -_

D. Baseline _- ....... -.-_ :.-_.__,-.-_::-_

Baseline errors include uncertamtms m statmn location,

band filter-_--houg-g-g-g-_' _.nc_l_'compon_s also contribute.
Variations-of =t=0.5 deg away from the smooth systematic

curvature o[the bandpass occur over scales of a few kilo-

hertz. Thu--_-s,tifis error is generally independent for each

spacecraft and each station, since received frequenciesare
not equate SBI error is given by

esot = 10 l_ 2e_/360 deg
fi_r" psec

loop system_used to record the SBI data is estimated to Earth orientation, and frame tie. The DSN Earth-fixed

be 0.5 deg [15]. Most of the ripple comes from the base- baseline componepts arekn_ownto5 c_m_.Calibs_ations _for
UTI-UTC, polar motion, and nutation tweaks are avail-
able about 2 weeks after the measurement epoch that pro-

Real-time predictmns are currently a[

few years as G'qobaI Pos_tmnmg _ystem (GP_) satelhte
fn6_u-rem:ents: are-llac0rporated into-Ea_h orientation:s6:

lutions [16,17]. Since the positions of the spacecraft being
[r_a_e-d kr:e °sp_cfiSe:ff r elatl_V'e_t_ _enus,_--=Ltlmeonen-_a_i3n_'_[

t_e lJase]lnes m tlqe l_lanetary frame are reqmr_c[. Knowl-

e_d_-geo_t_t_eormn_tat_on o_et bletween the ra____o_ame and

Received frequencies from_Venus or-i)iters may change the planetary frame is estimated to be 25 nrad [18]. This
by a few kilohertz in 5 min, or by much less, so this error causesa_aseline error of 20 cm per-component. The rss

is random or systematic, depending on the orbital geom- baseline error (for data processed 2 weeks after real time)

etry. For the MGN-PVO data set of August 1990, the is21.2 cm per component. The SBI error is given by

error component due to Ma_gellan is random, while the er- -...........................................

ror component due to PVO is slowly varying. For a data =-" _:- ..... - ::_-_ _ 10-_ _' ..... : -: ..... ' _ :
arc that includes the time of PVO periapsis, the error corn- es_ = eBt. A0 psec
ponent due to PVO is random rather than systematic, c

C. Transmitter Frequency Offset

Clock offsets and instabilities at both transmitters and

receivers are nearly eliminated by differencing. But the

where eBL is the baseline component error (in centime-
ters), A0 is the angular separation of the two spacecraft

(in radians), and c is the speed of light (cm/sec). This

error term is slowly varying over a pass. ....



E. Troposphere

Signal path delay through the troposphere is a func-

tion of the zenith tropospheric delay and source elevation

angle. The zenith delay is computed from surface meteo-

rology data, mapped to the line of sight, and applied as
a calibration for each source. The calibration error de-

pends on the uncertainty in the determination of zenith

delay and the differential elevation angle between sources.

Uncertainty in the static component of the zenith delay is

dominated by the uncertainty in determining the wet com-

ponent. Spatial fluctuations in water vapor content also
affect SBI observables.

1. Zenith Bias. At a single station, the error due to

a zenith bias is given by

101_ pztcos767 psec
eSBI-- c sin27

F. Ionosphere

The ionosphere is a dispersive medium; path delay

scales as the inverse of frequency squared. Charged par-

ticle effects can be eliminated by observing at two radio

frequencies, such as S- and X-band. For single-frequency
data, calibrations are applied based on measurements of

the total electron content (TEC) along the line of sight

from each Deep Space Station to one or more beacon satel-

lites. A mapping function, which depends on elevation an-

gle and on the arc length in the ionospheric shell between

the Earth-sun line and the source ray path, is used to
calculate calibrations for each source. Systematic errors

are caused by uncertainty in the measured TEC to the

beacon satellite, by mapping error, and by a difference in

radio frequency between the two observed sources. Spatial
fluctuations in TEC also affect SBI observables.

1. Zenith Bias. For a single source, the total iono-

spheric delay can be written as

where p_t is the uncertainty in the measurement of zenith
delay (in centimeters), c is the speed of light (cm/sec),

7 is the source e!evatiQn angle, and 67 is the differential
elevation angle between sources (in radians). This error

will be independent at each station and will vary slowly

over a pass. It is calculated for the MGN-PVO dat_ set

from the parameters in Tables 2 and 3.

2. Fluctuations. Two ray paths from a single sta-

tion, separated by A0 rad, may be thought of as having

a spatial separation of 3brAg in the tropospheric shell,

where ht is the effective wet tropospheric height (ht
1 km) and 3 is the mapping to the typical elevation angle

of 20 deg. An estimate for the effect of spatial fluctua-
tions on two ray paths separated by this distance may be

derived from the structure function of trop0spheric:delay

developed by Treuhaft and Lanyi [19]. Fluctuations are
described by Kolmogorov turbulence. For small angular

separations (A0 < 1 mrad), expressed as a function of the

angle A0 (!n_.r_adi _an__S), the.SB I etr__.°.r_:.is___ve_n.b,y .............

eSBI=V_48AO 516 psec

decorrelation time = (3htAO)/vt sec

where vt .._ 0.008 km/sec is the tropospheric wind speed
and the leading v/2 accounts for two stations: For the

August 1990 MGN-PVO data set, with A0 = 0.3 mrad,
the SBI error is 0.08 psec with a decorreiatio_n time of

0.11 see. This error is insignificant. : _ ....

f TEC,

"_'IoI¢ = 1340 f2 F psec

where TEC, is the zenith delay in TEC units
(10 is el/mS), f is the mapping function from zenith to

line of sight, and fRr is the radio frequency in gigahertz.

The differential error, after calibration, for two sources ob-

served at one station is then given by

esB1 = 13401Rr-._

where Pzi is the error in the zenith delay measurement (in
TEC units), Of/O0 is the spatial derivative 5 of the map-

ping function, and 6fRF (in gigahertz) is the difference
in frequency between the two observed sources. Zenith

delay calibrations were obtained from Faraday rotation
measurements of geostationary satellite beacons and from

dual-frequency group delay measurements of the available

GPS satellites, The zenith error P_i is estimated to be

5 TEC units. To estimate 0Ha0 for the MGN-PVO data
set, calibrations mapped to line of sight were examined for

the full Venus visibility window for each station complex,

The maximum change in the mapping function per unit
change in angle was found to be Of/O0 = 6.9 rad-1. For

5 The mapping function ] depends on the two-dimensional angle that

defines the ray path, and it depends on diurnal variations in zenith

TEC. Here, the zenith error Pzi is considered to be constant and

O.f/O0 is computed as the maximum (over all directions) change in

mapped calibration per unit angle.



A0 = 0.3 mrad, the first term in Eq. (2) is 2.6 psec. This
term slowly varies over a pass, as the zenith measurement

error and the geometry change. For a typical mapping of

f = 3, the second term in Eq. (2) is 13.2 psec. But this is

the total effect; a constant offset is absorbed by estimation

of an SBI data bias. The SBI data are only sensitive to a

change in the delay due to this term. The mapped calibra-

tion changed by at most 25 TEC units over a MGN-PVO

pass. The change in the calibration error is expect ed to

where vi _ 0.1 km/sec is the ionospheric wind speed, 3
is a typical elevation scale factor, and hi _, 350 km is the

effective height of the ionosphere. Spatial fluctuations in

delay, for angles from 0.006 to 0.6 rad, appear to scale

linearly with the angle, since delay rate variations are flat

over corresponding time intervals. It may be optimistic

to assume that the angular dependence remains linear for

very small angles. Instead, Kolmogorov turbulence will

be assumed. Thus, the error is of the form kAO s/6 for

be 10 percent of this. Substitutin_g 2.5 TEC units for fPz_ small angles. The constant k is defined by making this
in the second term gives an SBI error of 2_-pse_e k, expression predict an error....... for )x0 = 0.00571 rad, which is

total systematic error will not be increased by _ since consistent with the corresponding observed temporal vail-

neither the spatial derivative of the mapping function nor

the drift in calibration error is expected to be large at both

complexes concurrently.

Ionospheric calibration uncertainty is a potentially sig-
nificant error source for S-band SBI measurements. This

source of error is expected to be reduced by a factor of 2
to 5 when dual-frequency GPS group-delay measurements
become available from a full GPS constellation for gen-

eration of ionospheric calibrations. Also, the component

ations for a time offset of 60 see. The resulting SBI error
is

./'6 ll700^as s
_SBI ---- v _T _._v ] psec

decorrelation time = (3hiAS)/vi sec

where/Rr is the observing frequency in gig_ertz and V_

of error dependent on frequency difference between sources accounts for two stations. For the August 1990 MGN-
can be reduced if even one source transmits dual-frequency PVO data set, with A0 = 0.3 mra_,:the:SBI error is °3:6

s-x signals: The dual-frequency transmissions allow pre-
cise measure Of the change in TEC along the i]ne of sight.

The Magellan spacecraft transmitted dual-frequency S-X

signals during the February and April 1991 SBI measure-
ment sessions. The dual-frequency data were used to check

the externally supplied ionosphere calibrations. For this

data set, the observables were changed by an insignificant

amount when the Faraday/GPS calibrations were adjusted
so that the change in TEC along the line of sight was as

measured by the Magellan S-X data.

2. Fluctuations. Temporal fluctuations in the iono-

spheric delay rate, after removal of a nominal calibration,
have been observed to be about 3.8 x 10 -14 sec/sec for X-

band signals, for daytime low-elevation observations, and
for averaging intervals from 60 to 6000 sec. s An estimate

for SBI errors due to spatial fluctuations will be derived
from this-result. The angular separation A8 (in radians)

between ray paths corresponds to a spatial separation d (in

kilometers) in the ionospheric shell and to a temporal sep-

aration T (in seconds) between measurements t-hrough the
relations

d ,_ Tvi '_ 3hiA$

6 A. J. Mannucci, "Temporal Statistics of the Ionosphere," JPL
Interoffice Memorandum 335.1-90-056 (internal document), Jet

Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, October 25, 1990.

psec with a decorrelation time of 3.15 sec.

G. Solar Plasma

To model solar plasma-induced fluctuations on ra-

dio signals transmitted by interplanetaryflpacecraft, the
plasma is imagined to be confined to a thin screen pass-

ing through the center of the sun and perpend!cuiar to
the line connecting the spacecraft and the Earth. Define a

random function, _b(x), which represents the phase fluctu-
ation induced on a radio signal as it penetrates the plasma
screen at a distance x from the center of the sun. Then the

quantity ¢(b + z) - ¢(z) represents the differential phase
fluctuation induced on two signals that are separated by

a distance b when passing through the plasma screen. For

an interferometrlc observation, b is the !ength of the pro-
jection of the baseline onto the plasma screen. For an

observation of a spacecraft at Venus from a DSN baseline,

b is typically 4000 km.

To determine the plasma-induced phase error on inter-
ferometric measurements, the spatial structure function

of phase, D(b), is computed. It is defined as: D(b) -

((_b (b + =)- _b(x))2). Here, brackets denote an ensemble
¢

average. The value D(b) may be viewed as representing

the phase variance of a station-differenced phase measure-

ment. The power spectrum Of electron density fluctua-
tions, which has been determined experimentally [20], can

be used to calculate a formula for D(b) [21]
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D(b) 2.5 × 10 -4
= (fRF)2 × (b/v._)16s

x (sin(SEP)) -z4s cycles _ (3)

In this expression, fRF is the signal radio frequency in

gigahertz, SEP is the sun-Earth-probe angle, and v,w is

the velocity of the solar wind (typically 400 km/sec).

Knowledge of the structure function enables calcula-

tion of the temporal correlations between plasma-induced
errors on interferometric measurements. First note that

because of the dynamics of the solar wind, the plasma-

induced phase fluctuation, ¢, is actually a function of both

space and time, ¢ = ¢(z,t). If, however, it is assumed

that the plasma turbulence consists of fixed structures that

maintain their shape as they travel radially outward from
the sun at velocity v,w, then ¢ may be written as a func-

tion of a single variable _(x, t) = ¢(z - v,wt).

Let A4_(b, _) - ¢(b + z, t,) - ¢(z, ti) and A¢(b, Tj) -

¢(b + z,tj) - _(z,tj) be the station-differenced phase at

Earth receive times _ and _, along a baseline whose pro-
jection onto the plasma screen has length b. Here, ti =

Ti - [light travel time from plasma screen to Earth], and

tj = T/-[light travel time from plasma screen to Earth].

(The slight difference in signal arrival time at the two sta-
tions is ignored here.)

Then, the temporal covariance is computed as

(_,z,(b,_) A,z,(b,_5))= (($ (b+ .,,t,) - _ (=,t,))

× (-¢0+ _,tj)-_(=,tA))

= (_(b + x,ti)-_(b + x, tj))

- (_(b + x,t,)_(=,tj))

+ (_(_,t,)_(z,tA)

Assuming that _b is stationary,

(-$(=,t)_ (y,t,)) = (,_(=- ,_.,_t)¢ (y- v.,_t'))

= (¢(=- y - _,_(t - t')) ¢(o))

and

D(p)= (,,+ ,) - = -

Applying the above two equations yields

(A,t (b,T,)_,_ (b,T,)) = (¢=)- 1/2D(,,.w(tj -t,))

- (¢2)+ 1/2D (b - v.,. (tj -ti))

- (¢=)+ 1/2o (b+v,_(re-t,))

+ (_b2) - 1/2D (vsw (tj-ti))

= 1/2D (b - vsw (tj - ti))

+ 1/2D (b + v,w (tj -t,))

- D (v.,o (tj-ti))

Since D can be computed by using Eq. (3) above, this

expression for the temporal covariance between station-

differenced phase measurements can be used to estimate
the plasma-induced error on an interferometric observable

that is derived from a time average of "instantaneous"

measurements. As an example, consider a spacecraft at

Venus on August 11, 1990, transmittin _ an S-band sig-
nal that is simultaneously received at Goldstone and Can-

berra. The SEP angle is 21 deg, and the projection of

the baseline onto the plasma screen is 4000 km. The

above model for the solar plasma yields a plasma-induced

station-differenced delay error of 40 psec over 5 min.

The SBI observable is formed from doubly differenced
phase observables. For spacecraft whose separation is less

than 1 deg, double differencing of phase observables can

result in significant cancellation of the plasma-induced er-

ror. Let A2q_(S,b,7_) be the doubly differenced phase

at time 7_. Here S is the separation (on the plasma

screen) between the signals transmitted by the two space-

craft (Fig. 3). Then, the instantaneous phase variance is

zx2¢(s,b,_) = {A¢ O,7_)}s/cl - (a_ (b,T_)}s/c_

= {$(s + b+ =,t,) --$(s + =,t,)}

- {_(b+ =,t,)--¢(=,t,)}

The covariance between doubly differenced phase measure-

ments, (A2¢(S,b,Ti) A2¢(S,b,7))), can be com-



putedbyfirst applyingthesubstitutionaboveandthen
proceeding:]nan analogousfashionto the calculation

forsinglydifferencedphasemeasurements.Thefinalresult
is

]

|
r

( A2_ (S, b, 7_) A2@ (S, b, Tj)) -, 2D (v,w (tj - ti)) + D (b + v,w (tj - t,)) + D (S + vsw (t i - ti))

+D(-b+v,_(tj ti))+D(-S+v,,_(tj-tO)

- 1/2D(b + S + v,w (tj - ti)) - 1/2D (S - b + v,,o (tj - ti))

- 1/2D (b - S + v,_ (tj - t,)) - 1/2D (-b - S + v,_ (tj - tl))

D can be computed by using Eq. (3) above, so this ex-

pression for the temporal covariance between doubly dif-

ferenced phase measurements can be used to estimate the
= == :

plasma-induced error on an SBI observation.

In the August 1990 SBI experiment, the SEP angle
was 21.3 deg. The basehne projechon onto t_e pTasma

screen, b, was about 3300 km for Goldstone_--_an_n_
4b00km for-G-oldston_-C-an-berra; tlae" p_-o-]ectT_n'-fft r i;_e-

spacecraft separation, S, was about 40,000 km during the
GoIdstone-Madrid observations and 30:000 km during ihe

Goldston¢-=Canberra-obs-ervatlons- Uslngthh-a]_ove-modei-

for the solar plasma, the plasma-induced SBI error for a 5-

min average is 13 psec at S-band for each baseline. This is
sub__'s_]ier'than the 40-psec p-lasma-l-n_uced-de:

lay error "foras_ng|e _-acecra-_rt'erome-t_c-o_servab]e;

6Zc_G'e'-_-_eli'an-_a'PVO"are'kfi-g_arifclosd(_ei_a_t'ioff
0.3-mraa): pl-asma-|nduced ph_h advances-b//-slgi/a_s

transmittedby eachspacecr_t ace highly eorreIated.The
predicted_SBierror for-a 2-seeaver_-gYi_-gI_,sec/_vhile
_he'error_ora20-see avera__s_ psec.Errors_i_ve_g_
tempor_-Icorrelationforaveragingtimeslessthan 100sec.

This calculation of the eovariancebet_ween (loubiy dif-

ferenced phase measurements assumes that the tWG_-lSace:

craft transmit signals at exactly the same frequency; Ma-

gellan and PVO transmit signals at 2297 GtIz and 2293
Gttz, respectively. Since (1) plasma-induced phase ad-

vance is inversely proportional to frequency; (2) the space-
craft frequencies differ by only 0.2 percent; and (3) the

predicted doubly differenced phase error is only about a
factor of three less than the singly differenced phase error,

the temporal covariance of doubly differenced phase mea-
surements differs from the above estimate by less than one

percent. " .....

It should be noted that the separations S=a:nd b typ-_
icaily have components that ace not in the solar radial

direc_t_i_°_n_:_._!t,iS exPe.c_t_ed ._tha_t___t_h_e.e_:r°_:,for_su¢.h:a me_a-
surement is comparable with the error calculated via th_

simple model above. Large-scale turbulence (>-40,000 krfi-"

or, equivalently, hundreds of seconds) m std_c0inriibn t6

all four s_gnal paths; small-scale turbulence _iess tlaan a
few thousand kilometers or, equivalently, several seconds)

orientation o_-_"ahd_/;_ Tli_,_ _;rffgfn_'t_m_ o_ _ _

measurement'shouidno_ depen_ Stron-gYy on the--0Henta:-
tion of S and b.

SBi observations of two spacecraft with yet smaller an.

gular separation would benefit from eve_g=_ai_e__¢eib::
tion of the solar plasma error. SEI eneomp_a._es:an_exten-
sire serieff'ot"m{b_ons" to lq_s l)e_nnm_g_li{-t'h_'Yal_e'T_J0s.

Two spacecraft separated by thousands of kilometers on

the Martian surface would ia_ve an an_lhr sej)-alat_oh-on

the Order of 5-10 #rad as viewed from Earth; when Mars is

at a 20-deg _dEP angle, the-plasma-lnduced phase error for
a 5-min S-band SBI observation of two landed spacecraft

is less than 2.2 p_ec_ _:_:+. _3 :-.-_.:

Solar plasma turbulence can vary substantially from

day to clay(potentiaily resulting in an order of magnitude

variation in plasma-induced phase error at a given SEP

angle [20].

H. Root-Sum-Square Error

The total predicted measurement error is comput_e_d_.as_

the rss of individual error ternas]-it-iS eviclent-from-F__2

that solar plasma fluctuations dominate SSband SBI er-

rors for the geometry of August 1990. This error term

is reduced for the geometry of February 1991, due to the

reducedangUlar separation between the two spacecraft as
seen from Earth. Errors due to station instrumentation

and the Earth's ionosphere are comparable to the solar

10
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plasma error for the geometry of February 1991. The pre-
dicted one-sigma rss error for the S-band SBI measure-
ments acquired in February 1991 from Magellan and PVO

is, for averaging intervals of 2 sec, 20 sec, and 5 min, equal

to 56 psec, 30 psec, and 4.8 psec, respectively. The plane-

of-sky separation between the two spacecraft is thus mea-

sured with a precision of 41 m, after a 5-min integration.
All observables in a continuous data arc will have a com-

mon bias, due to the integer cycle ambiguity in the mea-

surement of radio signal phase.

IV. Data Acquisition and Processing

SBI data may be acquired during the overlap periods
when Venus is visible from either the Goldstone-Madrid

baseline or the Goldstone--Canberra baseline, provided

that both Magellan and Pioneer 12 are transmitting. Nei-
ther spacecraft transmits continuously, however. Magel-

lan, which has an orbital period of 3.25 hr, transmits to

Earth for approximately 9. hr of each revolution. Data are

unavailable when Magellan is making radar measurements

of the Venus surface or performing a star calibration. Pi-
oneer 12 transmission time is limited by the amount of

power available at the spacecraft, which has been decreas-

ing during the last few years. Daily transmission time has
typically been in the range of 4 to 12 hr since August 1990.

SBI data were scheduled when both Magellan and Pioneer
12 were expected to be transmitting during baseline over-

laps.

Doppler data were acquired whenever possible. During

each day, tracking shifts from the DSN complex at Madrid,
Spain; to Goldstone, California; to Canberra, Australia.

Reference orbits were generated separately for each space-

craft by using the two-way Doppler.

A total of 33.5 hr of SBI data were acquired from Ma-

gellan and Pioneer 12; the amount of data acquired during
each experiment set for each baseline is listed in Table 5.

Figure 4 shows the Venus-centered orbits of the two space-

craft for the geometry of August 1990, projected onto the

plane of the sky, and indicates where in the orbits SBI
data were acquired. Pioneer 12 was near apoapsis for all

SBI data acquisitions in August 1990. During February

and April 1991, Pioneer 12 was near periapsis during the
Goldstone--Canberra overlap.

The NCB VLBI System was used to make an open-loop

recording (1-bit samples) of the received signal voltage in
250-kttz channels that contained the S-band carrier signals

from each spacecraft. The Magellan X-band carrier signal

was also recorded in the February and April 1991 experi-

ments. The signal phase was extracted at 1-sec intervals

by digitally mixing a model of the received phase with the
recorded signal voltages. For each spacecraft, the phase
was differenced between stations, then further compre_¢d

to either 20-sec or 5-min averages. Residuals were obtained

by removing a model based on the reference trajectories
and by applying calibrations for tropospheric and iono-

spheric delays. Tropospheric calibrations were based on

surface meteorological data, and ionospheric calibrations

were based on either Faraday rotation measurements or

dual-frequency GPS satellite measurements. SBI residu-

als were then obtained by differencing between spacecraft.

Using two-way Doppler and SBI, a simultaneous solution
for the orbits of both spacecraft was then generated. For

the purpose of examining measurement errors, residuals

were recomputed with respect to the new spacecraft or-
bits.

V. Analysis of Measurement Residuals

The magnitude of measurement errors and the charac-

terization of correlations among measurements are impor-

tant inputs to the orbit determination process. SBI resid-
uals are examined here in an attempt to validate the error

budget. Since the spacecraft orbits were fit to the SBI
data as well as to the longer Doppler data arcs, it is pos-

sible that systematic SBI measurement errors have been

absorbed into the spacecraft orbits. Checks of orbit con-
sistency and orbit prediction will be necessary to resolve

this issue. Here, examination is restricted to residuals of
individual data arcs.

Residuals of 2-see averages are displayed in Fig. 5 for

the longest contiguous data arc acquired in August 1990.

The geocentric angular separation of the two spacecraft is

also shown. The predicted one-sigma error is 82 psec for

2-sec averages. The rms of the residuals is less than the
prediction by about a factor of three at this time scale.

When data are further compressed to 5-min averages, the
rms is less than the predicted error of 14 psec by about 25

percent.

Residuals of 20-sec averages are shown in Fig. 6 for
SBI data acquired on the Goldstone-Canberra baseline

on February 17, 1991. A dramatic drop in the point-to-

point scatter occurs where the angular spacecraft separa-
tion (also shown in Fig. 6) reduces from 100 to 30/Jrad.
This is believed to be the result of a more complete can-

cellation of solar plasma effects. Angular spacecraft sep-

arations below 100 prad did not occflr during SBI data

recordings in August 1990.

Figure 7 shows residuals of 20-sec averages for SBI data

acquired on the Goldstone-Canberra baseline on February
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20, 199I. The variation in angular separation over this
data arc is comparable to the variation over the data arc

displayed in Fig. 6, yet the apparent reduction in point-to-

point scatter is much less dramatic at the point of closest

angular approach. This may be due to temporal varia-

tions in solar wind intensity or to geometric factors not
accounted for in the solar plasma error model developed

here. But, for both the February 17 and the February 20

data arcs, the rms of residuals for 20-sec averages is less

than that predicted by the error budget. The rms for

February 17 is 29 psec; the rrns for February 20 is 18 psec;
while the error budget prediction (assuming 90-/_rad an-

gular separation) is 30 psec.

According to the measurement error budget, solar

plasma is the dominant error source at S-band frequencies
for most geometries. Without dual-band measurements, it

is difficult to separate dispersive and nondispersive errors

in the residual phase; one method of determining whether
the measurements are consistent with the error budget is

to examine the power spectrum of the doubly differenced
residual phase to see whether it conforms to the behavior

expected of the solar plasma. Radio scattering experi-

ments with the Pioneer and Viking spacecraft [20,22] have

established that the one-dimensional power spectrum of

solar plasma-induced phase scintillations follows a power

law of the form Pc_(f) proportional to f-u.65. Since the
SBI observable is formed by doubly differencing four line-

of-sight phase measurements, the form of the spectrum for

the SBI observable will be somewhat modified; differencing

the signals acts as a crude high-pass filter.

The function ¢(z - v,wt) has been defined in Section
III.G as representing the plasma-induced phase advance

on an individual signal traversing the plasma screen at

a distance x from the sun at time t. Define _oz(t) =

¢(z- v,_ot). Then _o=(t) represents the temporal phase
fluctuations induced by the plasma at a distance x from

the sun. The power spectrum of the temporal phase
fluctuations is the Fourier transform of the autocorrela-

tion of _ox. The power spectrum is of the form Kf -2"65,

where the value of the constant K depends on the dis-

tance z, or equivalently, the SEP angle. For a space-

craft at a 20-deg SEP angle transmitting a 2.3-GHz signal,

P_(f) = 3.9 x 10-sf -2"65 cycles_/Hz [20]. To represent a
doubly differenced phase measurement, define a new func-

tion, _(t) = _o_(t+rs+r_)-_:(t+rs)-_o,:(t+rb)+_o_(t),
where r_ is the length of the baseline projection on the

plasma screen, b, divided by the solar wind velocity, and

rs is the projection of the spacecraft separation on the

plasma screen, S, divided by the solar wind velocity. The

power spectrum of_, can be derived by Fourier transform-

ing the autocorrelation of _. The result is given by the
following expression:

P x(f) = 2P  (f)[2 - 2cos(2a'r f)

- 2 cos(2  sf) + cos(2.(, +  s)f)

+ cos(2, ( - (4)

Note that when f is small, as compared with 1/r_ and

1/rs, a Taylor series expansion of the cosines in the above

equation shows that P_x(f) is proportional to f+l.as. For
higher frequencies, the power spectrum follows a power

law of the form f-2.65, which is modulated by cosines.

For the SBI experiment in August 1990, rb and vs were

typically 10 sec and 75 sec (here a solar wind velocity of
v,w = 400 km/sec is assumed). Using these values, Eq. (4)

is plotted in Fig. 8 with the power spectrum of SBI resid-
uals from the Goldstone-Canberra data arc on August 11

[note that in this figure, the cosine minima that occur in

Eq. (4) have been suppressed, and only the envelope of
the theoretical spectrum is shown]. The experimental and

theoretical spectra are qualitatively similar, though the

experimental spectrum is not as strongly suppressed at

low frequencies as is the theoretical spectrum. Other error

sources in addition to solar plasma may be increasing the
magnitude of the experimental spectrum at the lowest fre-

quencies. Both spectra have a "knee" at close to 0.01 Hz

(note that v,_/S = 0.013 ttz). The theoretical spectrum is
about one order of magnitude larger than the experimen-

tal spectrum for higher frequencies; this is consistent with

the factor of 3 difference between the predicted phase error

and scatter of the SBI residuals at short averaging inter-

vals. This discrepancy could reflect either daily variation

in the solar wind turbulence or it may suggest that the

model for plasma-induced doubly differenced phase scin-

tillations needs to be renormalized. The acquisition of
additional data, particularly dual-band data, is needed to

help resolve this issue. Figure 8 also shows the predicted

spectra of the errors due to system thermal noise and the

ionosphere. The measured spectrum is in good agreement
with the predicted system noise effect at the highest fre-

quencies. The ionospheric error spectrum was computed

assuming white frequency noise for lower frequencies and

Kolmogorov turbulence for higher frequencies, with a mag-
nitude consistent with the error budget. The ionosphere

may be affecting the measured spectrum at the lowest fre-

quencies.

The measured spectrum of SBI data residuals and the

spectra of predicted error sources are shown in Fig. 9 for
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its medium gain antenna, and the predicted solar plasma
and ionospheric errors are less for February 20, since the

angular separation between the two spacecraft was smaller

during the February 20 SBI data arc. The measured spec-

trum is again in qualitative agreement with the prediction,
which suggests that error models have been successfully

applied for two different observation geometries.

The SBI measurement error as a function of averaging

interval is displayed in Fig. 10. Curves are drawn for the

predicted error for both the August 1990 and the Febru-
ary 199I data sets. Points are plotted for the errors as

measured for the August 11 and the February 20 data

arcs. The measured values are about 25 percent less than

predicted for 5-rain averages, and about a factor of three

less than predicted for shorter averaging intervals. Good

characterization of measurement errors is more important

at the longer averaging intervals, since orbit determina-

tion will be affected by the errors which remain after data

averaging.

It should be noted that in acquiring the SBI data, the

signals are not simultaneously recorded; the spacecraft sig-

nals from the two spacecraft are recorded in separate chan-

nels which are multiplexed with-l-sec dwells. Time mul-

tiplexing of the channels can conceivably introduce addi-

tional instrumental phase errors that do not cancel when

the spacecraft signals are doubly differenced. For this rea.

several orders of magnitude below the measured spectrum
illustrated in Fig. 8.

Vl. Discussion

The SBI data acquired in 1990-1991 from the Magel-
]an and Pioneer 12 orbiters at Venus have provided an
initial assessment of SBI measurement errors. The scatter

in the residuals is consistent with predictions for averaging
intervals of 5 min, and less than predicted by about a fac-

tor of 3 for shorter averaging intervals. The error budget
for these measurements, made at S-band, is entirely domi-

nated by solar plasma fluctuations at the shorter averaging

intervals. The plasma error model is based on line-of-sight

observations. The eventual availability of dual-frequency
same-beam radio metric data is expected to provide sub-

stantial improvement of this model for predicting SBI er-
rors.

A single S-band SBI measurement (5-min average) de-

termines spacecraft plane-of-sky separation with an accu-

racy of 40 to 100 m. Measurements made at X-band are

expected to be more accurate by an order of magnitude.

Measurement errors other than solar plasma are not distin-

guishable in the available S-band data set. Additional data

acquisition is anticipated to further examine measurement

system errors.

son, several phase calibration tones are injected near the " -"

beginning of the instrumental path into each channel. The

phase calibration tone generator is locked to the station's
hydrogen maser, providing frequency stability at the level

of 10 -15 sec/sec for 1000-sec intervals. Calculation of the

power spectrum of doubly differenced phase calibration

tone residuals for the August 1990 data set showed that the
errors contributed by imperfect instrumental cancellation

between channels was insignificant; the power spectrum
of doubly differenced phase calibration tone residuals was

Demonstration of improved orbital accuracy is essen-
tial to validate the performance of the SBI measurement

technique. Orbits generated using disjointed data arcs,
and various combinations of Doppler, differenced Doppler,

and SBI data, may be propagated to a common epoch and

compared. The radio metric data in hand from Magellan

and Pioneer 12 provide the opportunity to demonstrate the

contribution ot" the SBI technique toward orbital accuracy
improvement.
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Table 1. Pioneer 12 and Magellan transmitter frequencies.

Table 3. SBI observation geometry.

Component August 1990 February 1991

Transm_e/: frequency, - .....
MHz S-band X-band Venus

Ftlght ascension, deg 120.3 355.7

Radio frequency 2293.81 8410.63 Declination, deg 20.8 --3.2

Frequency offset 4.16 0.11 Sun-Earth-Venus angle, deg 21.3 25.8

Distance from Earth, AU 1.563 1.472

Elevation angle, deg

Madrid 15. --

Goldstone 45. 20.

Table 2. SBl measurement error model assumptions. Canberra 15. 35.

Differential elevation angle, mrad

Source Magnitude Madrid O. 16 --

Goldstone 0.30 0.07

Station clock offset 0.1 usec Canberra 0.16 0.07

Zenith tropoephere error 4 cm Angular separation, mrad

Zenith ionospheie-e/-r_ _-_ 5 TEC units Goldstone-Madrld 0.30 --

Baseline componenterror a 21.2 cm Goldstone-Canberra 0.24 0.09

Change in S-band Doppler shift

Includes stat|on_ocaGon,l_arth orientation, and radio- over-da-ta _c, kHz
planetary frame_d. _ - _ -_ -- Magellan 47. 54.

Pioneer 12 2.4 67.

L

t

!
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Table 4. PVO and MGN link analysis, for PVO S-band and X-band carriers, MGN S-band carrier

from medium-gain antenna (MGA) and high-gain antenna (HGA), and MGN -16th harmonic of

hlgh-rale telemetry eubcarrler al X-band.
-/

MGN MGN
PVO PVO MGN

Li_ _mponem S-band S-band
S-band X-band X-b_d

MGA HGA

Power transmitted, dBm 40.0 27.8 35.5 35.8 42.4

Spacecraft antenna gain, dB 25.2 35.0 18.7 35.9 47.9

Space loss, 1.5 AU, dB -267.1 -278.3 -267.1 -267.1 -278.3

PTone/PTota:, dB -8.4 0.0 -3.5 -7.4 -38.1

Polarization loss, dB 0.0 0.0 -0.5 -3.0 0.0

Receiving antenna gain, dB 56.0 68.0 56.0 56.0 68.0

PTone, (iBm -154.3 -147.5 -160.9 -150.0 -158.1

No _', dBm/Hz -182.1 -184.6.. -182.1 -182.1 -184.6

PTone/No, dB'Hz 27.8 37.1 21.2 32.1 26.5

PTo,e/No, W/W 603. 6130. 132. 1620. 447: -

SNRvAsec 27.7 80.8 13.0 45.4 23.9

System temperature 45 K _t S-band and 25 K _t X-band.

Table 6. SBI data acquired from Magellan and Pioneer 12.

Session Goldstone-Madrid, hr Goldstone-Canberra, hr Radio frequency, GHz

August 1990 2 3 2.3

February 1991 0 8 2.3

April 1991 7 13.5 2.3
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Fig. 1. Geometry of SBI measurements.
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